
Monday  5/11 Tuesday 5/12 Wednesday 5/13 Thursday 5/14 Friday 5/15

Warm 
Up

Long “u”

https://safeYouTube.net/w/4E0D   

- remember a word you heard 
from the video to share in 
today’s zoom lesson

Long “u” 

https://safeYouTube.net/w/4G0D 
 

-Write down 4 long “u” words 
from the video
(cube, tube, June, tune, cute, 
mute),

Long “u”

https://safeYouTube.net/w/1I0D 

-Divide your paper in half, write 
two long “u” words on one side 
and come up with two short “u” 
words for the other
(Jude, mule, cute, parachute, 
dude, rude, tune, huge, flute)

The Letter “u”

https://safeYouTube.net/w/aK0D 

-Tell someone at home 3 long 
“u” words you heard in the video 
(duck, truck, fun, sun, human, 
unicorn, unique, cute)

Long “u” 

https://safeYouTube.net/w/5L0D  

-Tell someone at home 3 long 
“u” words you heard in the 
video (Sue, glue, blue, 
Tuesday, issue, true, cue, 
tissue, rescue

Writing -use the circle map from today’s 
lesson to write 2 sentences -

-Choose 2 words from your circle 
map and write one sentence for 
each. 

-Remember capitals, end marks, 
and finger spaces.

-Phonics book (purple book) pg 
60

-refer to school website for 
lesson video

-Topic: Voice 

Main idea: Pretend you are an 
animal draw a picture of the 
animal doing something
-write your sentence as if your 
are the animals.
(for example: If you are a dolphin 
the sentence could be:
. I love jumping out of the water.

-remember to include detail

-Remember capitals, end marks, 
and finger spaces.

Main idea: Voice of Teacher
-refer to school website for 
lesson video

 -think of something a teacher 
would say
-draw a picture to match your 
sentence 

-refer to school website for 
lesson video

-remember to include detail

-Remember capitals, end marks, 
and finger spaces.

-Free write Friday:

-You can write anything you 
like: a letter, a list, a sentence 
about pizza, practice your 
alphabet, write your rainbow 
words

Break Get up and move around
(dance, stretch, play)

Get up and move around
(dance, stretch, play)

Get up and move around
(dance, stretch, play)

Get up and move around
(dance, stretch, play)

 Get up and move around
(dance, stretch, play)

Reading -Shared Reading Book 9/10:
 Pgs. 20-21

-follow directions on bottom of 
pg. 20

-Amplify Reading (15 min.)
https://reading.amplify.com/ 

-Shared Reading Book 9/10:
 Pg . 21

-draw a picture of a magnet write a 
sentence to match

-Amplify Reading  (15 min.)
https://reading.amplify.com/ 

-Shared Reading Book 9/10: 
 Pgs 22-23

-follow directions on bottom of pg. 
16

-Amplify Reading (15 min.)
https://reading.amplify.com/ 

-Shared Reading Book 9/10: 
 Pg  23

-draw a picture of bikes and write a 
sentence to match

-Amplify Reading  (15 min.)
https://reading.amplify.com/ 

-Shared Reading Book 9/10: 
Pg.  22-23

-count the words in each line of 
the story, write the number at 
the end of each line 
-How many words are on each 
page? 

-Amplify Reading (15 min.)
https://reading.amplify.com/ 

Break Jack Hartman: Jack Hartman 
Says
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oh
RQSOMRk_A 

GoNoodle: Next Gen, Strike a 
Pose 
https://safeYouTube.net/w/2R0D 

GoNoodle: Trolls, Can’t Stop the 
Feeling 
https://safeYouTube.net/w/CS0D 

GoNoodle: Superheroes Unite

https://safeYouTube.net/w/qU0D 

GoNoodle: Get Yo Body Movin

https://safeYouTube.net/w/KV
0D 
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Math -Eureka math book Module 5 
tab: pgs: 285-286

-Count a collection

-Eureka math book Module 5 tab: 
pgs: 276-277

-watch the link below to help 
with you today's lesson

https://safeYouTube.net/w/j7xD 

-ST Math (15-20 min.)
bit.ly/2UeoRlV 

-Count a collection

-Eureka math book Module 5 
tab: pgs: 287

-Zearn (10-15 min)
https://www.zearn.org 

-Count a collection

-Eureka math book Module 5 
tab: pgs: 294-295

-refer to link on school website

-ST Math (15-20 min)
bit.ly/2UeoRlV
-Count a collection

-Eureka math book Module 5 tab: 
pgs: 296 

-Zearn (10-15 min)
https://www.zearn.org 

-Count a collection

Break Jack Hartman: Animal Dance 
and Freeze
https://safeYouTube.net/w/AJx
D 

GoNoodle: Sonic

https://safeYouTube.net/w/95w9 

GoNoodle: Fabio’s Meatball Run

https://safeYouTube.net/w/ECw9  

Jack Harman: Tooty Ta

https://safeYouTube.net/w/KEw9 

GoNoodle: Sherlock Gnomes

https://safeYouTube.net/w/KGw9 

Reading Read a book on Epic

https://www.getepic.com/students  

Read a book on Epic

https://www.getepic.com/students 

Listen to a book on Epic

https://www.getepic.com/students 

Read a book on Epic

https://www.getepic.com/students 

Listen to a book on Epic

https://www.getepic.com/students 

Phonics Heggerty: go to
 https://safeYouTube.net/w/KclC 

Heggerty Go to:
https://safeYouTube.net/w/JflC 

Heggerty: go to
https://safeYouTube.net/w/cOFC 

Heggerty: go to
https://safeYouTube.net/w/4SFC 

Heggerty: go to
https://safeYouTube.net/w/XXFC 

You 
Pick

-Rainbow Words Activity 

-Kinder Challenge

-PBS Kids/Funbrain/ other 
learning websites

-Art

-Rainbow Words Activity 

-Kinder Challenge

-PBS Kids/Funbrain/ other 
learning    websites

-Art

-Rainbow Words Activity 

-Kinder Challenge

-PBS Kids/Funbrain/ other 
learning websites

-Art

-Rainbow Words Activity 

-Kinder Challenge

-PBS Kids/Funbrain/ other 
learning websites

-Art

-Rainbow Words Activity 

-Kinder Challenge

-PBS Kids/Funbrain/ other 
learning websites

-Art

Week of: May 11th-15th Kindergarten Weekly Plan Continued

Zoom Classes
Times and codes will be sent via remind

Monday: Math and ELA

Wednesday: ELA and Math

Friday: Fun Friday

Assignments to submit on Seesaw
All must be submitted by Friday, you can always post and share more work.

Math:  Math book page 287

ELA: Thursday’s list of words (directions in Seesaw)

Writing: Wednesday’s writing (directions in Seesaw)
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